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To aid tufton, it may concern:
Beit known that I, EMMA. J. SWARTOUT, of
Danbury, in the county of Fairfield and State
of Connecticut, have invented a new Improve
5 ment in Machines for Sewing Hat-Tips; and I
do hereby declare the following, when taken
in connection with accompanying drawings
and the letters of reference marked thereon,
to be a full, clear, and exact description of the
O same, and which said drawings constitute part
of this specification, and represent, in
Figure 1, a top view, parts of the sewing
machine broken away to show the invention;
Fig. 2, an end view, portions broken away;
Fig. 3, afront side view; Fig. 4, a vertical sec
tion of the guide-plate L (t, showing the ar
rangement of the plaiting-blade slide; Fig.
5, a back view of the plate (, showing the ap
plication of the spring to the tongued; Fig.
6, a face view of the plate a, showing the open
ing in which the stud b on the slide works;
Fig. 7, a face view of the tip, illustrating the
manner of applying the side lining thereto;
Fig. 8, a section through the same; Fig. 9, a
25 side view of the holder; Fig. 10, a top view
of the same, showing the relation of the holder
to the work-plate; Fig. 11, an end view of the
holder; Figs. 12 and 13, diagrams, which, to
gether with the elliptical line in Fig. 10, illus

trate the operation of the elliptical working
holder.
This invention relates to the construction of

a machine for performing that part of the
35

work in the manufacture of hats commonly
called 'sewing hat-tips'-that is to say, the
lining for hats. The tip or lining for the top
of the hat is of considerably less diameter than
the crown of the hat. The lining for the sides
of the crown at its lower edge must be sub
stantially that of the crown of the hat below

the upper edge of the “sweat,’ and this side
lining, in order to be properly stitched to the
tip, requires to be contracted more or less at
its junction with the tip in order to bring that
45 edge to the diameter of the tip. The satin
(the material with which the hat is usually
lined) is best contracted by laying plaits in
the edge during the process of sewing the
side lining to the tip, as indicated in Figs. 7
and 8.
The object of my invention is the construc

tion of a machine which will plait the side
lining, stitch it to the tip in the proper ellip
tical line to conform to the shape of the hat,
and also cut off the surplus material from the 55
outer edge of the tip and side lining.
To that end my invention consists, princi
pally, in combining with a sewing-machine a

guide which will hold the tip in proper rela
tion to the needle and carry it in the required
elliptical path, combined with a plaiting-blade

in front of the needle having a reciprocating
movement downward toward the needle at in
tervals of several stitches, and these elements
also combined with an automatic cutting de 65
vice behind the needle, arranged to cut away
the surplus material outside the seam, as more
fully hereinafter described.

In illustrating my invention I show it as
applied to the sewing - machine commonly

known as the “Willcox & Gibbs' machine;
but I show only so much of that machine as is
necessary for the illustration of the invention,
the machine itself being too well known to re
quire detailed description or full illustration, 75
my invention being applicable to many other
sewing-machines.
A represents the base of the sewing-machine;
B, the driving-shaft, arranged in bearings C
C, as in the usual construction of this ma
chine, the shaft carrying the looper in the
usual manmer.
D is the work-plate, its outer end cut away,
the purpose of which will hereinafter appear;
E, the presser-foot spindle, carrying the press 85
er-foot F; G, the plaiting-blade, which is formed
upon the end of an arm, H. This arm is made
fast to a slide arranged in a vertical guide, L,
as seen in Fig. 4. This vertical guide L is a
thin vertical plate made fast to the bed of the
machine, and through it is an opening, M.
(See Fig. 4, and in broken lines Fig. 2.) The
slide consists of two disks, IN, one upon each
side of the plate L, the two connected through
the opening M by a hub, P. The two disks,
working upon the respective sides of the plate,
maintain a vertical position, but are movable
freely on the surface of the plate. The arm
H extends from the slide parallel with the
axis of the slide-that is, at right angles to IOO
the vertical guide L.
A reciprocating movement is imparted to
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the plaiting-blade G. from a crank-wheel, R,
here represented as arranged upon the side of
the driving-shaft opposite to that of the blade
G. This crank-wheel is caused to rotate by
means of a pinion, S, on the driving-shaft B,
Working into a gear, T, and the gear T into
corresponding teeth on the crank-wheel R.
From the crank-pin U on the crank-wheel
a connecting-rod, V, extends to the slide IN,
IO and is rigidly connected to it, here represented
as by a clamp, W, and so that as the crank
wheel R. revolves the slide will receive a re
ciprocating movement toward and from the
needle to the extent of the throw of the crank
pin U; but this reciprocating movement is so
slow, owing to the train of gearing to the crank
wheel, that such complete reciprocating move
ment occupies the time of several revolutions
of the driving-shaft-that is, during the taking
of several stitches.
At the extreme retreating movement of the
blade Git stands considerably above the work
plate, as seen in Fig. 2; but that it may ap
proach the Work-plate as it advances, the for
25 ward movement of the plaiting-blade is de
scending, but after having made its forward
movement it is desirable that the blade should
rise immediately as it commences its retreat.
The path of movement of the plaiting-blade is
in broken lines, Fig. 2. To produce
30 indicated
this peculiar movement, a guide is provided,
by which the movement of the slide carrying
the blade is governed.
Upon the back of the plate La second plate,
35 a, is applied and parallel therewith. In this
plate a an opening, a, is formed, as seen in
Fig. 6, the outline of which corresponds to the
required path of movement of the plaiting
blade.
From the slide and concentric with the axis
40 thereof
a stud, b, extends into this opening, as
seen in Fig. 4. In this opening a tongue, d,
is hung upon a pivot, e, arranged in a bearing,
f, and upon which the tongue may turn from
45 one extreme position to the other, as indicated
in broken lines, Fig. 6; but the forward end
of the tongue is held down upon the bottom of
the opening in the plate a by means of a Spring,
g, arranged to bear upon a lever, h, made fast
to the pivote of the tongue, as seen in Figs.
4 and 5.
.
The operation of this tongue is as follows:
Suppose the stud b on the blade-slide stands
in its extreme rear position, as indicated in
55 Fig. 6. As it advances it must pass below
the rear end of the tongue, because the space
below is of sufficient width to permit the stud
to enter, while the space above is too narrow
for it to enter. Guided, therefore, by the
60 tongue, the stud descends and follows the line
of the bottom of the opening until it reaches
its extreme forward movement, as at i. In
this forward or advance movement of the stud
it passes beneath the tongue and raises the for
ward end of the tongue, as indicated in broken
lines, so as to permit the studb to pass beyond
the tongue and the tongue to escape therefrom,

so that it may return to its down position. Then
as the stud returns it strikes the upper side of
the tongue, and is guided thereby upward and
until it reaches the opposite end of the tongue,
where, continuing its rear movement, it de
presses that end of the tongue, as indicated in
broken lines, until the stud passes over the
end, to permit the tongue to escape and return 75
to guide the stud downward in its next ad
vance. This movement of the stud, being im

parted to the slide, and thence to the blade,

causes the movement of the blade to be down

ward and toward the work-plate and needle
in its advance, and on its retreat upward and
away from the work-plate and needle. This
movement of the blade is necessary in order
to take it away from the fabric being stitched,
and then bring it down in time to take up the 85
requisite quantity of material to form the plait.
The cutting or trimming device consists of
a pair of revolving cutters, l and m. The cut
ter l is arranged upon a shaft, n, at right an
gles to the line of feed of the machine and in
bearings o. To the shaft in and its cutter ro
tation is imparted by a pinion, r, on the driv
ing-shaft, working into a gear, t, on the shaft
in. The under cutter, m, is arranged on a shaft,
it, parallel with the shaft n, the two shafts 95
geared together to cause them to revolve in
opposite directions, the two edges of the cut
ters standing together, as seen in Fig. 3, and
distant from the line of stitches to be made
according to the amount of material required IOO
to be left outside the Stitches.
The operation of the machine is as follows:
The tip 2, Figs. 7 and 8, may be first cut in
the required elliptical shape, as before stated,
considerably smaller than the crown of the
hat. The strip 3, which is to form the lining
of the side of the crown, is cut of the required
width, and its lower edge doubled, as at 4.
The doubled edge is laid upon the tip near its
edge, and that point-Say 5, Fig. 7-placed IIO
-beneath the presser-foot for the needle to en
ter. The work commences with the plaiting
blade at its extreme rear position. The oper
ator holds the two parts of the work in their
proper relative position, the machine is set in
operation, and the Stitching commences. At
the same time the blade G begins its descent
and advance, and strikes the side lining, 3, at
a point distant from the commencing-point 5,
and, continuing its advance, lays a plait, 6, in
the side lining and carries it beneath the
presser-foot to the needle to be stitched, as
indicated in broken lines, Fig. 2. Then the
retreat of the blade commences, it immediately
rising from the fabric in such retreat, as be I 25
fore described. Reaching its extreme rear
movement it again advances, as before, and
lays the next plait, 7, (see Fig. 7,) and so con
tinuing will interinittently lay the plaits in
the edge of the side lining and present those
plaits to the needle to be stitched.
In thus describing the operation of the ma
chine I have presumed the tip to be cut to the
proper shape, and so that its edge may be
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guided in the usual manner of guiding work between the tip and the edge of theside lining,

IO

25

upon a sewing-machine; but while the ma and so that the line of stitches runs through
chine is adapted to so stitching the tip, I pre the side lining, Welt, and tip, as indicated in
fer to make the guiding operation automatic. Fig. 8.
To this end I provide a holder upon which the While I prefer to impart the down and for
tip may be held and presented to the needle ward movement to the plaiting-blade and the
to run the elliptical line of stitches. Various up and retreating movement by means of the
holders which will thus support and carry the guide and crank, as described, I wish to be un 75
tip are known. Iillustrate one such holder in derstood as including in such description any
Figs. 9, 10, and 11. This consists of a stationary substantial equivalent for producing this
circular disk, 8, upon which is a carriage, 9. movement of the plaiting-blade.
Eccentrically on the disk 8 is a stud, 10, and in I claim
the carriage.9 is a transverse slot, II, corre 1. The combination of a stitching mechan
sponding in width to the stud 10. On the car ism, the slide IN, carrying the plaiting-blade,
riage 9 is a holder, 12, upon which the tip is said slide arranged in a guide parallel with
made fast by any suitable clamping device. the axis of the needle, the said slide provided
The holder is provided with a center-pin, 13, With a stud, b, plate provided with the open
corresponding to the center of the tip, as a ing a, corresponding in shape to the path of 85
means for properly locating the tip thereon. movement required for the plaiting-blade, and
The sides of the carriage 9 necessarily follow the in which said stud b will work, the tongue d
circumference of the disk 8. At the same time hung in Said opening, Substantially as and for
the transverse slotill, working upon the station the purpose described.
ary eccentric stud 10, imparts a longitudinal 2. The combination of a stitching mechan
movement to the carriage, giving to any single ism, a plaiting-blade adapted to receive recip
point on the carriage an elliptical path. To rocating movement in a path down and for
illustrate: Suppose the point 14 to be the start Ward in its advance, up and rearward in its
ing-point where the needle first begins its retreat, mechanism, Substantially such as de

Work, and the ellipticalline indicating the path
the carriage revolves, the slot1l, working upon
the stud I0, causes the carriage to move inward
or toward the center of the disk during one
fourth of its movement, or to the position seen
in Fig. 12. At this time the center 13 has ap
35 proached the needle, and brought the point 15
on the shorter diameter to the needle, the path
from 14 to 15 gradually approaching the needle
in elliptical line. Continuing the rotation of the
carriage, another fourth will bring the center
13 again over the center of the stud 10, and the
opposite point, 16, on the longer diameter will
then have come to the needle, as indicated in
Fig. 13, and SO continuing through the entire
revolution the tip will be presented to the
45 needle, so that an elliptical line of stitches will
be run entirely around it. The holder is ar
ranged in relation to the work-plate so that
the tip thereon will readily pass between the
presser-foot and the work-plate, the work
piate cut away to allow the rotation of the
holder. The tip is cut of Sufficient size to form
the ellipse, but without any special regard to

Scribed, to impart such reciprocating move
occurring at intervals of several stitches, and
a pair of revolving cutters, substantially as
described.
3. The combination of a stitching mechan
ism, a plaiting-blade arranged upon a slide in
guides parallel with the axis of the needle, a
crank, and rod connecting said crank with
said slide, substantially as described, and
whereby the reciprocating movement impart

in which the line of Stitches is to be run. As ment to said blade, the advancing movement

its ultimate shape further than the considera
tion of unnecessary waste of material, and as
55 the lining is stitched to the tip the rotation of

the tip carries it between the cutterslin, which
operate upon the tip and the projecting por
tion of the side lining and cut therefrom the
surplus material, bringing the tip to the re
quired elliptical shape.
In Some cases a Welt, 17, is required to bein
troduced between the side lining and the tip
to give to the work a more finished appear
ance. This welt consists of a strip of fabric
doubled. To double and present this strip, I
apply a folding-guide, 18, to the work-plate,
through which the Welt is run and presented

ed to the blade is downward and forward in

advance, and upward and rearward in retreat,
and a pair of revolving cutters, substantially
as specified.
4. The combination of a stitching mechan
ism, the slide IN, carrying the plaiting-blade,
said slide arranged in a guide parallel with
the axis of the needle, the said slide provided
with a stud, b, plate provided with the open
ing at, corresponding in shape to the path of
movement required for the plaiting-blade, and
in which said stud b will work, the tongued,
hung in said opening, and a pair of revolving
cutters, substantially as described.
5. The combination of a stitching mechan
ism, a plaiting-blade adapted to receive re
ciprocating movement in a path down and for
ward in its advance, up and rearward in its
retreat, mechanism, substantially such as de
scribed, to impart such reciprocating move
ment to said blade, the advancing movement
occurling at intervals of Several Stitches, and
a holder arranged in a plane parallel with the
work-plate and movable in an elliptical path,
substantially as described.
6. The combination of a stitching mechan
ism, a plaiting-blade arranged upon a slide in
guides parallel with the axis of the needle, a
crank, and rod connecting said crank with
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said slide, substantially as described, and anism, the slide

N, carrying the plaiting
whereby the reciprocating movement impart blade, said slide arranged in a guide parallel
ed to the blade is downward and forward in with the axis of the needle, the said slide pro
advance, and upward and rearward in retreat, vided with a stud, b, plate provided with the
and a holder arranged in a plane parallel with opening a, corresponding in shape to the
the work-plate and movable in an elliptical path of movement required for the plaiting
path, substantially as specified.
blade, and in which said stud b will work, the
7. The combination of a stitching mechan tongued, hung in said opening, and the Welt 75
ism, the slide IN, carrying the plaiting-blade, folder arranged between the work-plate and
O said slide arranged in a guide parallel with plaiting-blade, substantially as described.
the axis of the needle, the said slide provided 13. The combination of a stitching mech
with a stud, b, plate provided with the open anism, a plaiting-blade adapted to receive re
ing a, corresponding in shape to the path of ciprocating movement in a path down and
movement required for the plaiting-blade, and forward in its advance, up and rearward in
15 in which said stud b will work, the tongued, its retreat, mechanism, substantially such as
hung in Said opening, and a holder arranged described, to impart such reciprocating move
in a plane parallel with the work-plate and ment to said blade, the advancing movement
movable in an elliptical path, Substantially as occurring at intervals of several stitches, a
described.
pair of revolving cutters, and the welt-folder
8. The combination of a stitching mechan arranged between the work-plate and plait
ism, a plaiting-blade adapted to receive re ing-blade, substantially as described.
ciprocating movement in a path down and for 14. The combination of a stitching mech
ward in its advance, up and rearward in its anism, a plaiting-blade arranged upon a slide
retreat, mechanism, Substantially Such as de in guides parallel with the axis of the needle,
scribed, to impart such reciprocating move a crank, and rod connecting said crank with
ment to said blade, the advancing movement said slide, substantially as described, and
occurring at intervals of several stitches, and whereby the reciprocating movement im
a pair of revolving cutters, with a holder ar parted to the blade is downward and forward 95
ranged in a plane parallel with the work in advance, and upward and rearward in re
3O plate and movable in an elliptical path, sub treat, a pair of revolving cutters, and the welt
folder arranged between the work-plate and
stantially as described.
9. The combination of a stitching mechan plaiting-blade, substantially as described.
ism, a plaiting-blade arranged upon a slide in 15. The combination of a stitching mech ICO
guides parallel with the axis of the needle, a anism, the slide I N, carrying the plaiting
35 crank, and rod connecting said crank with blade, said slide arranged in a guide parallel
said slide, substantially as described, and with the axis of the needle, the said slide pro
whereby the reciprocating movement impart vided with a stud, b, plate provided with the
ed to the blade is downward and forward in opening a, corresponding in shape to the
advance, and upward and rearward in retreat, path of movement required for the plaiting
and a pair of revolving cutters, with a holder blade, and in which said stud b will work, the
arranged in a plane parallel with the work tongued, hung in Said opening, a pair of re
plate and movable in an elliptical path, sub volving cutters, and the welt-folder arranged
stantially as specified.
between the work-plate and the plaiting IIC
10. The combination of a stitching mech blade, substantially as described.
16. The combination of a stitching mech
45 anisnu, the slide I N, carrying the plaiting
blade, said slide arranged in a guide parallel anism, a plaiting-blade adapted to receive re
with the axis of the needle, the said slide pro ciprocating movement in a path down and
vided with a stud, b, plate provided with the forward in its advance, up and rearward in II5
opening a, corresponding in shape to the path its retreat, mechanism, substantially such as
of movement required for the plaiting-blade, described, to impart such reciprocating move
and in which said studb will work, the tongue ment to said blade, the advancing movement
d, hung in said opening, and a pair of revolv occurring at intervals of several stitches, a
ing cutters, with a holder arranged in a plane holder arranged in a plane parallel with the
parallel with the work-plate and movable in work-plate and movable in an elliptical path,
55 an elliptical path, Substantially as described. and the Welt-folder arranged between the
11. The combination of a stitching mech work-plate and plaiting-blade, substantially
anism, a plaiting-blade arranged upon a slide as described.
in guides parallel with the axis of the needle, 17. The combination of a stitching mech I25
a crank, and rod connecting said crank with anism, a plaiting-blade arranged upon a slide
said slide, Substantially as described, and in guides parallel with the axis of the needle,
whereby the reciprocating movement inn. a crank, and rod connecting said crank with
parted to the blade is downward and for said slide, substantially as described, and
ward in advance, and upward and rearward whereby the reciprocating movement im
in retreat, and the welt-folder arranged be parted to the blade is downward and forward
tween the work-plate and plaiting-blade, sub in advance, and upward and rearward in re
stantially as described.
treat, a holder arranged in a plane parallel
12. The combination of a stitching mech with the work-plate and movable in an ellip

y
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tical path, and the Welt-folder arranged be- tongued, hung in said opening, a holder ar

tween the work-plate and plaiting-blade, sub- ranged in a plane parallel with the work
stantially as specified.
plate and movable in an elliptical path, and
18. The combination of a stitching mech- the welt-folder arranged between the work- I5
5 anism, the slide IN, carrying the plaiting-plate and plaiting-blade, substantially as de
blade, said slide arranged in a guide parallel scribed.
with the axis of the needle, the said slide pro-

vided with a stud, b, plate provided with the
opening a, corresponding in shape to the
Io path of movement required for the plaitingblade, and in which said stud b will work, the

an

EMMA. J. SWARTOUT.

Witnesses:
Mrs. A. B. CLAPP,
LILLIE. T. CLAPP.

